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About half past 
five one morning I
was heading for a
train when I moved
a mouse attached
to one of my home
machines. 

The screen blank program stopped and
to my shock revealed the cursor moving
on its own, opening up various file man-
agers. I was suffering a hack. I hit the
reset button. 

Although time was ticking and I was
in danger of missing the train, I waited
for the system to reboot. When it did the
cursor was back with a life of its own.
With no time to explore I removed the
network lead and power down.

Once I caught my breath on the train I
started to think about the potential dam-
age. A home system is not too important.
Personal files can usually be regener-
ated. My worries eventually rested on
possible credit card loss and all my pass-

words. A few phone calls later and all
my credit cards were cancelled. While
drinking British Rail tea I was left with
the loss of my passwords.

All my work passwords are memo-
rized and never written down, but for
some reason I could not remember if I
had ever jotted down my home
machine’s details. In truth it did not mat-
ter as I could not trust the system and
when reinstalling I always change the
settings. The train eventually arrived and
I spent a busy weekend playing with
more computers.

Once home I was left with a hacked
machine to rebuild. On the upside I got
to install a new distribution and a new
larger hard drive. The downside is still
the feeling of being violated. 

A week later I have a new firewall and
I can start exploring the hacked drive. A
simple VNC error enabled access for
someone. There, in the vulnerability
notes is a mention and a fix.

Why had I not previously patched the
system? The usual answer is one I am
sure I am not alone in suffering from –
laziness, too many machines, too little
time. It is fine on a work server where
you get paid to be proactive, but quickly
becomes such a time sump if it is on
your own machines. Still once bitten,
twice shy.

I do not blame someone for hacking
me. It has been an interesting learning
curve for me and they had the chance to
play and learn on one of my systems. It
would have been nice to watch from
start to finish so as to learn and develop
counter measures, but that is for another
time maybe.

In need of a solution to my laziness I
have started to use the commercial
update facilities that so many of the dis-
tributions come with. That is not to say I
do not now keep a more watchful eye on
the vulnerabilities, it does however mean
I sleep a little sounder knowing that out
there someone practicing the dark arts
might just be cursing more than usual.

Safe hacking,
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